GBFF Films Continue! Bringing you more films each month!
May 17th - June 13th Check out our ANIMATION selections
June 14th -July 14th , we will have an Environmental Series and Thriller Horror Films
July 15th -August 15th, watch for our films about Home and Family & our Woman Centered Cinema.
FOR SYNOPSIS, TRAILERS AND MORE DETAILS ON FILMS GO TO: GBFILMFESTIVAL.ORG

STARTS MAY 17TH- JUNE 13TH !
WOT IF (0:03:00) It's a Short Animated film about Mental Health and Feminism, for audience of all ages.
ALL TOO BEAUTIFUL (0:01:22) An animated portrait about one lads journey into the All Too Beautiful.
MOOOZART (0:10:00). An animated homage to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart and classic art.
ANTHROPOCENE (0:04:37) Bittersweet reflection about human impact on the environment through the child’s eyes.
DEMENS,DEMENTIS (0:03:37) A short animation illustrating stress through visuals and sound.
WINTER SLEEP (0:06:10) Because of the global snow disaster, people had to stay home. Is this small room a cage?
COPING (0:01:26) A bunch of monsters are trying to relax after a long day of work.
TO THE CLOSET (AU PLACARD) (0:02:50) France, 2012. A teenage boy tells an intimate secret to a friend.
INTO DUST ():03:06) A experimental video about circle of life.
THE AMBER THIEF (0:07:34). The Amber Thief is an animation film and about the evolving relationship between a
Spider and a Fly.

MOIRA (0:01:42). Struggling an anxious mind, Moira slips into the unconscious landscape of her mind.
STUNNING (0:03:00) A woman meets a man at her mother's funeral and goes to extreme measures to see him again.

CONFESSIONS (0:04:20) No matter what challenges she had met ,her thorns symbolized the toughness she had
gone through.

A COLD DAY (0:09:19) In the year 1954 in Michigan Detroit, a detective named Jack Harris spent the night at home
when he was asked to investigate a murder of a woman, but the case is not as simple as he thought and he was more
involved than he should have been.

PILGRIM (0:12:00) Life is short and hard, what makes people move forward?

STILL AVAILABLE Thru December 31ST
NEUTRALS (RT 0:14:26, SHORT) Neutrals is a dark comedy short film about two friends
THE BEEVANGELIST. A short contemplative documentary on beekeeper Charlie Koenen and the importance of
urban beekeeping.

REDUNDANCY (RT 0:01:40, SHORT) Two co-workers have same problem...
STORIES FROM RICHERT RANCH (RT 0:11:34, SHORT) Stories from Richert Ranch is an
autobiographical multimedia animated documentary film which illustrates stories of growing up on a farm in Northeast
Indiana.

THE EVIL I’VE SEEN (RT 0:17:11, SHORT) An old west tale in Kansas, 1866, about a priest and the
questionable characters he lies to, over a fire on a desolate desert trail.

UPSIDE (RT 0:17:00, SHORT) Based on a true story. Stephen, a young man with Down’s Syndrome wishes to
break free from his caring but over-protective mother and celebrate his 18th birthday in the way that he chooses.

AXE TO THE FACE (RT 0:16:47, SHORT, THRILLER/ HORROR) Anna and Dylan meet on a dating app,
and the two begin a budding relationship. As their chemistry progresses, we begin to see there is more to this seemingly
chance encounter than we were originally led to believe. One thing's for sure ‚-- someone is getting an axe to the face.

WILLY GOES WAY BACK (RT 0:12:56, SHORT) Efren Ramirez (Napoleon Dynamite, Eastbound & Down)
stars as Willy, an outcast with a desperate need, who is given the opportunity to go on an incredible, surreal adventure.

LAKE OF HAPPINESS (RT 0:29:01, SHORT) In a small Belarusian village where time seems to stand still,
Jasja, a 9-year-old girl, has to deal with her mother’s death

FEEL INDIA (RT 0:11:22, SHORT) The only people who see the whole picture are the ones who step out of the
frame. - Salman Rush

